GoSafe
Instant access to over 2,000 risk management and safety resources in both English and Spanish

Atlas believes that with a proactive safety culture, proper planning, procedures and training, most injuries can be avoided. Fewer claims means reduced insurance costs and greater company profitability. Researching OSHA regulations and finding solutions that keep employees safe takes more time than most companies can spare.

To avoid any compliance issues, Atlas’ GoSafe provides quick access to safety and HR resources along with solutions for tracking and documenting employee training and OSHA compliance.

It is important to note that once a policy is bound, a welcome email containing a unique username and password is automatically delivered to the policy contact. Look for the GoSafe welcome email from Atlas to start building a safety culture today!

Safety Kits
To make OSHA compliance and employee training even easier, Atlas has organized safety resources into safety kits that are specific to the exposures that exist for the following industries:

- Automotive Services
- Construction
- Healthcare
- Hospitality
- Landscape and Agriculture
- Manufacturing
- Property Management
- Restaurants
- Transportation and Parcel Delivery

*You can access our Safety Kits though the GoSafe portal under Resources/Risk Management Library/Atlas General Insurance Content

Risk Management Library
The Risk Management Library contains a comprehensive and continually growing selection of essential employee safety and compliance topics. Employee training is available in various formats including:

- Streaming Videos
- Power Point Presentations
- Training Outlines
- Posters

*You can access the Risk Management Library through the GoSafe portal under Resources

An HR Department at Your Fingertips
Award-winning online HR Library complete with attorney-developed content to help you stay compliant with federal and state labor laws and regulations including COBRA, HIPAA, FMLA, USERRA, ADA, and Health Care Reform.

- Sample forms and policies
- Employment law resources
- Training videos for dozens of common HR issues
- HR productivity tools
- Health Care Reform updates & HR News alerts
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